To request a new Oracle Financial Report or an Enhancement to an Existing Report, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing. If you are charging expenditures that have been approved and transferred to a chart string, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing. If you are charging expenditures that have been approved and transferred to a chart string, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing. If you are charging expenditures that have been approved and transferred to a chart string, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing.

For form fields with the search functionality, we were able to change the default search term from "Project Cost Transfers & Updates" to "Oracle Financial Report". This change was made to better reflect the purpose of the search term.

In the next open window, locate the Report Key in the detailed report for the Concur request. For all other SPARCM requests, the Report Key is no longer visible. To access the Report Key, please see the instructions below.

To request a new Oracle Financial Report or an Enhancement to an Existing Report, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing. If you are charging expenditures that have been approved and transferred to a chart string, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing. If you are charging expenditures that have been approved and transferred to a chart string, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing. If you are charging expenditures that have been approved and transferred to a chart string, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing.

For anything that requires an Accounting Period, choose by Fiscal Year. For example, if you need a report for the period of January 1, 2021 to December 31, 2021, select fiscal year 2021 in the drop-down menu.

Depending on where you're looking in Oracle, you may see a chart string referred to as a COA or charge account. You may also see POET referred to as a COA or charge account. When entering COA or charge account information, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing.

BI & Financial Reporting: Project Cost Transfers & Updates

Using the search feature, you can now search for specific terms in the Oracle Financial Report. Simply enter the term you wish to search for in the search box and select "Search". The report will display all occurrences of the search term.

In the last digest edition, we announced that the Report Key is no longer visible. To access the Report Key, please see the instructions below.

To request a new Oracle Financial Report or an Enhancement to an Existing Report, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing. If you are charging expenditures that have been approved and transferred to a chart string, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing. If you are charging expenditures that have been approved and transferred to a chart string, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing. If you are charging expenditures that have been approved and transferred to a chart string, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing.

For anything that requires an Accounting Period, choose by Fiscal Year.

In the last digest edition, we announced that the Report Key is no longer visible. To access the Report Key, please see the instructions below.

To request a new Oracle Financial Report or an Enhancement to an Existing Report, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing. If you are charging expenditures that have been approved and transferred to a chart string, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing. If you are charging expenditures that have been approved and transferred to a chart string, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing. If you are charging expenditures that have been approved and transferred to a chart string, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing.

For anything that requires an Accounting Period, choose by Fiscal Year.

In the last digest edition, we announced that the Report Key is no longer visible. To access the Report Key, please see the instructions below.

To request a new Oracle Financial Report or an Enhancement to an Existing Report, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing. If you are charging expenditures that have been approved and transferred to a chart string, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing. If you are charging expenditures that have been approved and transferred to a chart string, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing. If you are charging expenditures that have been approved and transferred to a chart string, please make sure to use: 534100 – Cloud Computing.

For anything that requires an Accounting Period, choose by Fiscal Year.